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• Leadership, according to Jim Kouzes:

Leadership is a Relationship
between those who Aspire to Lead,

and those who Choose to Follow

• Leadership, according to John Maxwell:

Leadership is Influence –
nothing more, nothing less

Leadership Defined



The quality of your organization’s 
leadership has a direct relationship on:

• Team performance levels

• Staff loyalty

• Recruitment and retention

• Succession planning

• Client satisfaction

• Community satisfaction

Why is Leadership Important



Is Leadership Different
in the Public Sector





• Based on The Leadership Challenge by 
James Kouzes & Barry Posner

– Five Practices

– Ten Commitments

• Adapted for Public Works organizations

• Highlighted throughout 2021 in The 
Reporter and at PWX

APWA Leadership Model



Top Leadership Characteristics





• Clarify and Affirm Values

• Set the Example

• Be Authentic

• Integrity

Model The Way



• How can you model the way

– Share your values, personally and as a team

–Be willing to be vulnerable

–Do what you say you will do

–Be consistent

– Serve others first

• Modeling the way Develops Character 
and Builds Trust

Model The Way



• How solid is your self leadership

–Do you manage/follow through on decisions

• What are your values

– Your non-negotiables, lines in the sand

–What do you stand for

• Do you value others

–How do you express it

– To whom do you express it

Do A Character Check





• Cast Vision

• Think Strategically

• Engender Accountability

• Inspire Buy-in

Inspire A Shared Vision



• Inspiring Vision is a test of Influence, 
which is the beginning of True Leadership

–We all influence someone

–We don’t always know who or how much

• Where are you leading that can expand 
your influence

• Who do you have the most influence with

• Who has the most influence on you

Inspiring Vision Requires Influence



• Question the Status Quo

• Review Processes

• Analyze Data

• Experiment

• Learn and Apply

Challenge The Process



• Instead of

–Good enough for government work

–We’ve always done it that way

• How about

–Good is the enemy of best

–Give up the good to get to the great

Challenge The Process
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• Change is uncomfortable

• People focus on what they are “losing”

• The unknown is scary

• Show the benefit of the future condition

• Expect resistance and plan for it

• Communicate – often

• Celebrate successes

Challenge May Lead To Change



• Collaborate

• Empower

• Delegate

• Develop

Enable Others To Act



• Look for opportunities to involve others

• Allow freedom – personality and process

• Share your influence

• Create a space where failure is safe

• Provide both Mentorship and Coaching

• Evaluate and reward growth

Enable Others To Act



• Engagement

• Care and Concern

• Involvement

• Recognition

Encourage The Heart



• Check your ego at the door

• Work to help others win

• Create an encouraging environment

• Care about the person, not just the 
employee

• Celebrate with your people

Encourage The Heart



What are you doing today to serve and 
grow your people

Encourage The Heart

“The first responsibility of a leader is to 
define reality, the last is to say thank you, 

in between the leader is a servant”
~ Max DePree



5%

Leader

Leader
Leader



The mastery of the Art and Skill of 
Leadership is the mastery of self.  

Ultimately, Leadership Development is 
Self-Development!



• What are you doing to grow yourself

• What is your consistent growth plan

• What is your Rule of 5

–Mine is my Daily Intentional Actions (DIA)

Self Development



• Build my Mind - reading, studying, growing

• Build my Heart - expressing gratitude for all 
that is good in my life

• Build my Soul - building a stronger 
relationship with God and our universe

• Build my Body - be serious about my health 
through better nutrition and exercise

• Build my Tribe - provide valuable products, 
services and experiences for others

Jeff’s Daily Intentional Actions



Thank You


